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Brands with multiple stores or locations rely on our National Accounts 

team to provide standardization in their expansion and re-model 

programs through tailored services and durable product solutions.

Our accounts are provided with a complementary range of resources 

led by experts whose mission is to ensure smooth program rollouts 

and consistency to achieve your goals. From dedicated account 

managers and support to pre-stocking programs and logistics 

coordination, our team will provide the right products for your 

locations, exactly when you need them.

Building Brand Solutions National Account Services

A Palette of Product Solutions
Everything you need from one source. A diverse collection of durable and 

attractive product solutions for any aesthetic and performance requirement.

Direct Account + Project Managers
A dedicated, single point of contact who knows the ins and outs of your program 

will result in efficient project planning and execution for all of your team members.

Pre-stocking + Custom Pricing
Reduce product lead times and decrease prices with pre-established account 

pricing and dedicated inventory allocation.

Specification Assistance
Our product experts will provide custom document generation for supporting 

material requirements.

Tailored Invoicing Assistance
We work with your billing systems and procedures to ensure a seamless 

transaction.

Graphic + Design Staff
Our skilled designers can support you with consultations, art generation, 

customization, and processing tools.

Prototyping + Customization
Agile development and refinement to customize products to meet a brand’s 

unique specifications.

Product + Engineering Tech Support
Our product experts and on-staff engineers are always ready to answer technical 

questions and find solutions to solve your building challenges.

On-Demand Installation Assistance
CS offers expert field technicians with extensive product knowledge as well as 

coordination of installation support programs.
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Consumer convenience store shopping 

experiences are strongly influenced by 

the result of efficient store design. Our 

products shape the design aesthetic while 

providing the functionality that is required 

in these high-traffic environments—

protecting surfaces from damage and even 

contributing to customer safety. Choose 

from a variety of protection levels to suit 

the needs of your space, all with cohesive 

designs and finishes.

Keep Stores
Looking Fresh

Explore Products by Space

Entrances + Front of House

Foodservice

Café + Dining

Walls + Columns

Back of House

Exteriors
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Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings
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Make the right first impression in your c-store with products 

that are designed to protect your space, are easy to clean, 

and complement the aesthetic of any brand.

Helix interlocking 

modular tiles stop dirt 

and debris at the door. 

Its exceptional rolling 

load capacity and debris 

recess make it the perfect 

solution for entrances.

Modular, Interlocking 

Entrance Tile System

01   Pedimat® Mat Systems

02   Acrovyn® Crash Rails

03   Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings

04   Floormations® Specialty Flooring

05   Helix® Mat Systems

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com

Featured Products

Solution Highlights

Traps Dirt and 

Debris at the Door

Keep floors clean and enhance 

entranceways with the 

industry-proven Pedimat entry 

mat system. Its lightweight 

rails and strong aluminum 

hinge connectors allows the 

mat to be rolled up for easy 

cleaning and maintenance.

Entrances + Front of House
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CS Corner Guards are 

designed to keep your 

corners free from damage. 

Choose from a myriad 

of finishes, including 

wood, stainless steel, 

polycarbonate, and Acrovyn.

Protect High-Traffic 

Corners
03

01

01

Strata can be whatever you 

want it to be—a woodgrain, 

a stone, or an abstract. This 

amorphic pattern appears 

organic but has a modern 

feel, and blends well in any 

environment.

Versatile and Fresh 

Wall Protection

Solution Highlights
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Entice customers and create a memorable store experience 

for them with CS products. Whether you select wall panels, 

custom graphics, or an amorphic pattern that can appear 

to be a woodgrain, stone, or abstract, we have a solution to 

enhance any space.

Foodservice

01   Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings

02   Acrovyn® Strata

03   Acrovyn® Corner Guards

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com

Featured Products

01
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Offer guests an inviting and well-designed café space with CS 

products. Our specialty wall panels, architectural metals, and 

one-of-a-kind wall coverings create transformative spaces 

that are sure to delight customers.

Café + Dining

01   Acrovyn® Corner Guards

02   Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings

03   Acrovyn Wall Coverings

04   Acrovyn®  Dimensional Moldings
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Featured Products

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com
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Solution Highlights

Imagery is powerful. 

Acrovyn by Design 

combines your beautiful, 

custom graphics with our 

durable and sustainable 

Acrovyn Wall Covering.

One-of-a-Kind 

Wall Protection

Ideal for high-traffic 

areas, the Acrovyn® 

Dimensional Moldings 

are engineered to extend 

the lifecycle of your walls 

while creating a polished 

aesthetic.

Protect Walls 

From Impact
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Make the right first impression in your grocery or 

convenience store with products that are low-maintenance, 

durable, and easy to clean with common disinfectants. 

Walls + Columns

01   Acrovyn® Wall Coverings

02   Acrovyn Corner Guards

03   Acrovyn Crash Rails

04   Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings

05   Acrovyn® Doors

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com

Mitigate the constant risk of 

damage from carts, equipment, 

and foot traffic. Acrovyn 

Crash Rails offer a full range of 

protection, including simple 

accent rail designs to heavy 

duty rubber bumper models.

Absorb the force 

from impacts

Protect High-

Traffic Corners

Acrovyn Corner Guards 

are designed to keep your 

corners free from damage. 

Choose from a myriad 

of finishes, including 

wood, stainless steel, 

polycarbonate, and Acrovyn.

Featured Products
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Solution Highlights
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Back of house and restroom areas require durable 

wall protection solutions to protect against stocking 

equipment and machinery. Acrovyn by Design® wall 

coverings offer the protection that is required in 

these spaces but also gives brands the opportunity 

to incorporate wayfinding for customers or branded 

messaging and company values for employees.

Back of House

01   Acrovyn® Crash Rails

02   Acrovyn Corner Guards

03   Acrovyn Doors

04   Acrovyn by Design® Wall Coverings

05   Acrovyn Wall Coverings

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com

Protect your most abused 

walls in the back of house 

with a broad selection of crash 

rails, bumper guards, and 

accent rails in Acrovyn, metal 

and heavy-duty rubber.

Protect walls from 

carts and equipment

Protect Doors from 

Heavy Traffic

Acrovyn Doors can 

withstand heavy traffic and 

abuse like no other. Get 

the most in durability and 

cleanability with doors that 

seamlessly fit your brand.

Featured Products
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Solution Highlights
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Designing a remarkable façade is easy with CS’  array of 

exterior solutions. Create a stunning look outside while 

helping to protect from wind, rain, and sunlight. Our intricate 

patterns, sleek textures, vivid colors, and even LED lighting, all 

help to promote lower energy costs while adding depth and 

dimension to your buildings.

Exteriors

01   Cantilevered Sun Controls

02   Twisted Sun Controls

03   Linear Sun Controls

View our full line of products at www.c-sgroup.com

Featured Products

Solution Highlights
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Our Sun Control Solutions allow 

filtered light to enter interiors and 

occupants to see out. Choose 

from of a variety of blades, 

outriggers, fascias and mounting 

options, horizontal or vertical 

installation, and from solid, 

metallic, wood grain powder-coat 

finishes.

Customize Your Cool—

Sun Control Solutions
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Architectural Screens 

Architectural Louvers

Privacy Curtains + Track

Entrance Flooring Solutions 

CS creates products that solve complex building challenges around the world:

 Acrovyn® Doors 

Acrovyn® Wall Covering + Panels

Acrovyn® Wall Protection

Expansion Joint Solutions

Safety Venting

Sun Control Solutions


